
The BMW Boxer Twins 1970-1996 Bible: All
Air-Cooled Models 1970-1996 (Except R45)

The BMW Boxer Twins 1970-1996 Bible is a comprehensive guide that covers all
the air-cooled models produced by BMW between the years 1970 and 1996,
except for the R45. These iconic motorcycles, known for their boxer engine
configuration, played a significant role in the history of BMW motorcycles and
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revolutionized the biking industry. In this article, we delve into the details of these
legendary machines, exploring their legacy and providing an in-depth analysis of
the evolution of the series throughout the years.

The Beginnings: 1970-1976

The 1970s marked the beginning of a new era for BMW motorcycles with the of
the R50/5, R60/5, and R75/5 models. These bikes showcased the innovative
boxer engine design, featuring cylinders that projected horizontally from both
sides of the motorcycle. The air-cooled configuration allowed for efficient cooling
and favorable weight distribution.
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These early models laid the foundation for the iconic series that would follow.
BMW established itself as a leader in the touring and adventure bike market,
offering reliable and powerful machines that captivated riders worldwide.

The Evolution: 1976-1984
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In 1976, BMW introduced the /6 series, which represented a significant evolution
of their boxer twins. These models featured improved suspension systems,
refined braking systems, and increased engine power. The R60/6, R75/6, and
R90/6 became popular choices among motorcycle enthusiasts.

Throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s, BMW continued to enhance their
boxer twin lineup with the of the /7 series. These models featured upgraded
electrical systems, improved performance, and modernized styling elements.

Reinventing the Series: 1985-1996

In 1985, BMW introduced the revolutionary R80/RT and R100 models, which
marked a significant change in the series. These bikes featured monolever
suspension systems and increased engine capacities, providing enhanced
performance and a more comfortable riding experience.

The R80/RT and R100 models gained widespread popularity, further solidifying
BMW's reputation for manufacturing exceptional touring motorcycles. The air-
cooled boxer twins became synonymous with reliability, robustness, and a unique
riding experience that captivated riders around the world.

The Legacy Lives On

While the BMW Boxer Twins 1970-1996 Bible focuses primarily on the air-cooled
models produced between 1970 and 1996, it is worth noting that BMW continued
to produce boxer twin motorcycles beyond that period. However, the models
created after 1996 feature water cooling systems and are not covered in this
particular Bible.

The BMW boxer twins from this era have developed a passionate following over
the years. Their timeless design, engineering excellence, and the joy they bring to



their riders are qualities that continue to mesmerize motorcycle enthusiasts.

The BMW Boxer Twins 1970-1996 Bible is an essential guide for any motorcycle
enthusiast or collector interested in the history and evolution of BMW's iconic air-
cooled boxer twins. From the of the R50/5, R60/5, and R75/5 in the early 1970s
to the groundbreaking R80/RT and R100 models of the 1980s, this
comprehensive resource provides a wealth of information and insights.

Whether you are a BMW motorcycle enthusiast or simply intrigued by the rich
history of iconic bike models, the BMW Boxer Twins 1970-1996 Bible is a must-
read. It offers a captivating journey through the evolution of the series,
showcasing the innovative engineering, timeless design, and the unique riding
experience that made these motorcycles so legendary.
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